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WELCOME
Mark Fieldhouse
Business Unit Executive, IBM Business Analytics



TIME DESCRIPTION

9.45 Welcome

Mark Fieldhouse, Business Unit Executive - IBM Business Analytics

10.00 The Changing Face of the Annual Report - implication s for the Finance Function

Andy Smyth, Partner, Financial Accounting Advisory Services, Ernst & Young LLP

10.40 Keynote: Smarter Analytics for Performance Achievem ent

Doug Barton, Director, Product Marketing, Performance Management, IBM Business Analytics

11.20 BREAK

11.45 Finance Transformation – dragging finance into the 2 1st Century with detailed analytics

Steve Umpelby, CFO EMEA, Tradition Ltd

12.25 Transforming Finance Operations

Pat Calitri, Business Unit Executive, Financial Close Management, IBM Business Analytics

13.00 LUNCH

14.00 Cognos FSR in American Express 

Paul Nugent, Director Controller – Strategy and Performance Improvement, American Express

14.40 Panel Discussion and Q&A

15.00 Wrap up

Mark Fieldhouse, Business Unit Executive - IBM Business Analytics

15.10 BREAK

15.30
Cognos FSR Customer 
Advisory Board (CAB)

Cognos Controller 
Customer Advisory 
Board (CAB)

Cognos TM1 Customer 
Advisory Board (CAB)

Business Analytics Live 
- Software in Action

17.45 Close

NETWORKING RECEPTION

AGENDA



The emergence 
of a new data era

Creating the need for 
organizations to 
understand and anticipate 
customer behavior and 
needs based on customer 
insights across all 
channels

Creating new 
opportunities to capture 
meaningful information 
from new varieties of 
data and content coming 
at organizations in huge 
volumes and at 
accelerated velocity

Creating the need for all 
parts of the organization 
to optimize all of their 
processes to create new 
opportunities, to mitigate 
risk, and to increase 
efficiency

1 The shift of power 
to the consumer2 Accelerating 

pressure to do 
more with less

3

Today’s organizations are facing many DISRUPTIVE FORCES
fueling the need for analytics



Respondents who believe analytics 
creates a competitive advantage

57%
increase

More organization are using analytics 
to create a competitive advantage

2010

58%2011

37%

Organisational pressures are at a point where analytics has 
evolved from business initiatives to BUSINESS IMPERATIVES

Source: The New Intelligent Enterprise, a joint MIT Sloan Management 
Review and IBM Institute of Business Value analytics research partnership. 
Copyright © Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2011

1.6x Revenue Growth

2.0x EBITDA Growth

2.5x Stock Price Appreciation

Source: Outperforming in a data-rich, hyper-connected world, IBM Center for 
Applied Insights study conducted  in cooperation with the Economist 
Intelligence Unit and the IBM Institute of Business Value. 2012

And leaders are outperforming their 
competitors in key financial measures



ANALYTIC -DRIVEN ORGANIZATIONS are distinguished 
by their ability to leverage …

All perspectives
Past (historical, aggregated)

Present (real-time)
Future (predictive)

At the point
of impact

All decisions
Major and minor

Strategic and tactical
Routine and exceptions
Manual and automated

All information
All information

Transaction data 
Application data 
Machine data 
Social data 

Enterprise content

All people
All departments

Experts and non-experts
Executives and employees

Partners and customers



• Advanced client segmentation
• Leveraging customer sentiment analysis 
• Reducing customer churn 

• Optimizing the supply chain 
• Deploying predictive maintenance capabilities
• Transform threat & fraud identification processes

Operations

• Enabling rolling plan, forecasting and budgeting
• Automating the financial close process 
• Delivering real-time dashboards 

Finance

• Making risk-aware decisions
• Managing financial and operational risks
• Reducing the cost of compliance

Risk

4

2
3

Examples:

…focusing on high-value initiatives in core BUSINESS AREAS

1 Customers



Follow us on Twitter 
@analyticsUK

Want to ask a question: 
Join in the conversation using 
#balive
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Smarter Analytics for Performance 
Achievement

Doug Barton
08 November 2012
IBM Southbank Forum



RealizedPotential

� Low value activities
� Poor insight into causality 
� Weak, delayed coordination

Source: CFO Executive Board 2011; IBM Analysis

30% of performance potential is lost due to 
subpar performance management



PotentialCurrent

Automate processes
Increase agility
Gain new insightAQ

The more you infuse analytics into your 
business , the higher your AQ and the better you 

and your business will perform



n = 5748 organizations

STEP 1:
Novice

STEP 2:
Builder

STEP 4:
Master

STEP 3:
Leader

Manual, slow, error 
prone,

cumbersome, 
fragmented

Data quality concerns

Automated, instant, 
accurate,

seamless, converged
Data governance is in 

place 

Where are people on the AQ Journey?



Sales

Marketing 

Customer
Service

Finance

IT

Operations

Product 
Development

Human
Resources

Smarter Analytics Drives Performance 
Achievement



Finance is at the forefront of this transformation



Leaders in Action BA Live 2012

Sales

Marketing 

Customer
Service

Finance

IT

Operations

Product 
Development

Human
Resources



Functional Focus

Custom er

Operations

Risk

Finance

Weaving analytics into the fabric of 
business



Financial 
Reporting

Performance 
Management

Planning, 
Budgeting & 
Forecasting

Profitability 
Modeling

Disclosure 
Management

Financial 
Consolidation

Financial Analytics



Transforming Finance with 
Performance Management

Analysis & 
what-if 
scenarios 

Forecast 
preparation

Forecast 
execution

Issue 
identification

Narrative 
business
reviews

Smarter Analytics Signature Solution: 
CFO Performance Insight

Cognos TM1
& Cognos Express

Cognos Disclosure
Management



CFO performance Insight
An IBM Smarter Analytics Signature Solution

Measure, monitor, and anticipate 
business performance with pre-
configured solution that
•Uncovers temporal-causal 
relationships between performance 
metrics using predictive analytics
•Enables guided root-cause analysis 
and what-if analytics through 
executive style dashboard

CFO performance 

insight

Business outcomes

•University reduces financial 
modeling process by 25 
percent

•Finance company improves 
reporting efficiency by 70 
percent

Cross-Industry



Width of the 
edges represent 
strength of the 
relationships

Width of the 
edges represent 
strength of the 
relationships

Lags represent the 
temporal cause-
effect duration 
between the 

metrics 

Lags represent the 
temporal cause-
effect duration 
between the 

metrics 

Selection of 
business 

dimensions for 
enterprise 

hierarchical 
analysis

Selection of 
business 

dimensions for 
enterprise 

hierarchical 
analysis

Filter to select 
user specified 

degrees of 
separation 

relative to the 
selected metric

Filter to select 
user specified 

degrees of 
separation 

relative to the 
selected metric

Filter to select 
user specified 

time horizon for 
analysis

Filter to select 
user specified 

time horizon for 
analysis

Filter to select 
user specified 

strengths for the 
relationship

Filter to select 
user specified 

strengths for the 
relationship

Positive vs 
negative 

correlations are 
displayed as solid 
vs dashed lines

Positive vs 
negative 

correlations are 
displayed as solid 
vs dashed lines

Issue Identification
IBM Smarter Analytics Signature Solution



• Access to external and corporate-sanctioned data sources
• Boundless freedom to perform analysis
• “Write-back” for what-if scenarios 

and planning template development

Analysis & what-if, Forecast preparation, & Executi on
IBM Cognos TM1 & Cognos Express

• Multidimensional 
modeling tools

• Big time savings, less 
risk and better visibility

• Visual interface for 
intuitive modeling

• Driver-based models
• Easier scenarios to address risk
• Easy distribution and aggregation of templates
• Real-time reporting



Planning, Analysis & Profitability Modeling
Performance Blueprints

• Functional and 
Industry 
Blueprints 

• Samples 
available in 
Cognos Insight

Confidential



Narrative Business Reviews 
Introducing IBM Cognos Disclosure Management

Analytical 
insight

Gain consensus, 
plan & execute

On going reports 
& analysis

Speed alignment and decision-making

Performance
narrative

Financial & 
performance data

Review, edit,
Approve, certify

MD&A 
disclosures

Publish to shareholders, 
regulators, etc.

Reduce risk of error, insider leaks, and late filin gs



Design intelligent Design intelligent 
process process 

and automationand automation

Connect easily Connect easily 
to to 

all dataall data

Integrate Integrate 
numbersnumbers

with narrativeswith narratives

Load and Load and 
leverageleverage

spreadsheetsspreadsheets

Narrative Business Reviews 
Introducing IBM Cognos Disclosure Management



Sales
Performance
Management

Asset 
Management

Supply Chain 
Optimization

Threat & Fraud 
Detection

Operational Analytics



Quota
Planning

Channel
Management

Compensation 
Management

Sales Performance Management

Territory
Management

What’s new in Operational Analytics



Customer Analytics



Customer Analytics

Upsell/Cross-sell 
Analysis

Influencer / 
Network 

Optimization 

Market 
Segmentation

Price 
Optimization

Churn Prediction 



Risk Analytics

Financial 
Risk

IT Governance 
and Risk

Operational 
Risk

Regulatory 
Compliance

Integrated
Risk 

Managem ent



Market
Risk

Credit &
Collateral Risk

ALM &
Liquidity Risk

Underwriting
Risk

Operational
Risk

IT
Risk

Policy &
Compliance

Financial 
Controls & 

Internal Audit

Front Office / Line of Business

Middle Office / Risk Oversight

Back Office / Operations

Trusted Information Infrastructure

Strategic Planning

CRO/CCO/CFO/CIO

V
er

tic
al

 r
is

k 
in

te
gr

at
io

n

Horizontal risk integration

Risk Analytics





Why IBM Smarter Analytics is Unparalleled

Enterprise-class 
performance management

Integrated 
risk management

Comprehensive 
business analytics

20,000+ analytics-driven 
client engagements

9,000+ consultants
27,000+ partners

Analytic Solutions Centers
Smarter Analytics Signature Solutions

IBM Watson World’s largest math department 
in private industry

500+ analytics patents 
per year



Customer
Advisory Boards

3:30 pm

CustomerCustomer
Advisory BoardsAdvisory Boards

3:30 pm3:30 pm

visit
AnalyticsZone.com

visitvisit
AnalyticsZone.comAnalyticsZone.com

Networking 
Reception

Visit our
Expo peds

Networking Networking 
ReceptionReception

Visit ourVisit our
Expo pedsExpo peds

Take advantage





Legal Disclaimer

• © IBM Corporation 2012. All Rights Reserved.
• The information contained in this publication is provided for informational purposes only. While efforts were made to verify the completeness and accuracy of the information contained 

in this publication, it is provided AS IS without warranty of any kind, express or implied. In addition, this information is based on IBM’s current product plans and strategy, which are 
subject to change by IBM without notice. IBM shall not be responsible for any damages arising out of the use of, or otherwise related to, this publication or any other materials. Nothing 
contained in this publication is intended to, nor shall have the effect of, creating any warranties or representations from IBM or its suppliers or licensors, or altering the terms and 
conditions of the applicable license agreement governing the use of IBM software.

• References in this presentation to IBM products, programs, or services do not imply that they will be available in all countries in which IBM operates. Product release dates and/or 
capabilities referenced in this presentation may change at any time at IBM’s sole discretion based on market opportunities or other factors, and are not intended to be a commitment to 
future product or feature availability in any way.  Nothing contained in these materials is intended to, nor shall have the effect of, stating or implying that any activities undertaken by 
you will result in any specific sales, revenue growth or other results. 

• If the text contains performance statistics or references to benchmarks, insert the following language; otherwise delete:
Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a controlled environment.  The actual throughput or performance that any user will 
experience will vary depending upon many factors, including considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O configuration, the storage 
configuration, and the workload processed.  Therefore, no assurance can be given that an individual user will achieve results similar to those stated here.

• If the text includes any customer examples, please confirm we have prior written approval from such customer and insert the following language; otherwise delete:
All customer examples described are presented as illustrations of how those customers have used IBM products and the results they may have achieved.  Actual environmental costs 
and performance characteristics may vary by customer.

• Please review text for proper trademark attribution of IBM products.  At first use, each product name must be the full name and include appropriate trademark symbols (e.g., IBM 
Lotus® Sametime® Unyte™).  Subsequent references can drop “IBM” but should include the proper branding (e.g., Lotus Sametime Gateway, or WebSphere Application Server).  
Please refer to http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml for guidance on which trademarks require the ® or ™ symbol.  Do not use abbreviations for IBM product names in your
presentation. All product names must be used as adjectives rather than nouns.  Please list all of the trademarks that you use in your presentation as follows; delete any not included in 
your presentation. IBM, the IBM logo, Lotus, Lotus Notes, Notes, Domino, Quickr, Sametime, WebSphere, UC2,  PartnerWorld and Lotusphere are trademarks of International 
Business Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.   Unyte is a trademark of WebDialogs, Inc., in the United States, other countries, or both.

• If you reference Adobe® in the text, please mark the first use and include the following; otherwise delete:
Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript, and the PostScript logo are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States, and/or other countries.

• If you reference Java™ in the text, please mark the first use and include the following; otherwise delete:
Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other countries, or both.

• If you reference Microsoft® and/or Windows® in the text, please mark the first use and include the following, as applicable; otherwise delete:
Microsoft and Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

• If you reference Intel® and/or any of the following Intel products in the text, please mark the first use and include those that you use as follows; otherwise delete:
Intel, Intel Centrino, Celeron, Intel Xeon, Intel SpeedStep, Itanium, and Pentium are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and 
other countries.

• If you reference UNIX® in the text, please mark the first use and include the following; otherwise delete:
UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other countries.

• If you reference Linux® in your presentation, please mark the first use and include the following; otherwise delete:
Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other countries, or both. Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of 
others.

• If the text/graphics include screenshots, no actual IBM employee names may be used (even your own), if your screenshots include fictitious company names (e.g., Renovations, Zeta 
Bank, Acme) please update and insert the following; otherwise delete: All references to [insert fictitious company name] refer to a fictitious company and are used for illustration 
purposes only.
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Coffee
Back seated for 11:45



Finance transformation

Dragging finance into the 21st Century with 
detailed analytics
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On Arrival

♦Good people, fragmented processes, changing 
business, lack of finance 
direction....................oh and pretty old 
systems

♦So much paperwork it felt like an Insurance 
company, from the 80’s

♦A desire to modernise and some good first 
steps taken e.g. Qlikview

♦Data wasn’t in short supply, information and 
analytics was
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First Steps

♦ Evaluate the team
– Good at producing the numbers, poor at understanding and 

explaining them

– Very helpful to the business, sometimes too much

– Fantastic at chasing cash

♦ Evaluate the processes
– Different legal entities, different processes

– Lots of people doing the same task

– Limited checks and balances

♦ Understand the need
– Accurate numbers for reporting

– Cash management  

– Analytics and understanding for performance management
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Priorities

♦Get the core numbers right, first time, every 
time

– This is the day job, without accuracy there is no 
credibility

– Processes needed improving and aligning between 
entities

– Work had to be reviewed and challenged

– Timetables had to be met

♦Give something useful to the business

– They expect the day job to be done, no plaudits there

– Quick wins, not promises for the future

– Turn data into information and information into 
suggestions

♦Make sure I have the people to get this done

♦New sytems have to wait!
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The technology landscape (after all it is an IBM conference)

♦General Ledger built in AS400 system

♦ADP payroll

♦Web based expenses system

♦Microsoft office, thank god for excel

♦Qlikview sitting over the top of some AS400 
fields

♦HR Pro

♦Nothing talks to each other
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Onto systems and analytics

♦ Step 1 is to hire a good excel jockey
– Management accounts

– Budgeting/forecasting

– Profitability analysis, by desk and by individual

♦ Step 2 is to integrate data sources

♦ Step 3 is to tell the story of the analysis, as simply as 
possible

♦ Step 4 is to add complexity and scenarios

♦ Step 5 is to repeat step 3 etc etc 

♦ Excel is good and can take you a long way providing 
demand isn’t high

♦ After 18 months we were at our excel limits, so........
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.........here comes Cognos Express

♦Needed something with more stability, 
versatility, integration capability and 
repeatability 

♦But not too expensive or I’ll hire another excel 
whizz

♦Will only be used by finance

♦No big data warehouse project thanks 

♦Needs to be deployed with minimal internal IT 
help
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Prioritising the demand

♦Kids in a candy store but see slide 4 bullet 1

♦Back to basics, get the data right, provide some 
quick wins etc 

♦Take unstable excel models and rebuild them

♦Take the most time consuming and error prone 
models and replace them 
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Delivering the system

♦Have dedicated resource in blocks of time

♦Make sure you are able to receive and use the 
software on day 1

♦Prioritise getting the feeds correct

♦Have regular planning/catch up/review sessions, 
but once planned spend time doing not meeting
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Where are we now

♦ Phase 1 delivery complete on time and budget 
– Individual P&L’s and Broker Performance analysis 

– General Ledger and Sales Ledger:

� Region -> Entity -> Desk -> Broker

– Balance Sheet

– IT timesheet and project info, allocation rules and cross 
company journal output

– Budgeting & Forecasting - Lite

– ICAAP Reporting - Lite 

♦ Phase 2 in planning 
– Budgeting & Forecasting - full model 

– ICAAP Reporting – full model 

– Detailed Revenue analysis



Steve Umpelby
CFO, EMEA

Tradition
Beaufort House

15 St. Botolph Street
London EC3A 7QX

Tel. +44 (0)20 7198 1500
www.Tradition.com
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Financial Close Management 
– Is this still an issue today?
> 60%
Percentage of companies that need to 
satisfy multiple reporting standards and 
requirements with their FCM process

> 60%
Percentage of companies that admit 
personal productivity tools increase the 
risks associated within the FCM process

> 90% 
Percentage of companies that admit that 
staff and management spend too much 
time collecting & consolidating or 
reviewing & approving various elements 
associated with the FCM process

* July 2012 Linking Numbers and Narratives: Correlating Quantitative Reports with Qualitative Analysis 
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Senior Finance Individuals agree:

Across the board, manual processes and 
pervasive use of personal productivity tools 
(spreadsheets, word processing files and email) 
increase the difficulty in completing the FCM 
process

Document
Managers

What does this mean?

•TIME:

•Increased Time to 
prepare the 
various 
documents, 

•CONTROL:

•Less Control over 
the close process 

•CONFIDENCE:

•Reduced 
Confidence in the 
documents 
generated through 
the close process.

* July 2012 Linking Numbers and Narratives: Correlating Quantitative Reports with Qualitative Analysis 
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Financial Close Management
Reporting Efficiently with Confidence to Stakeholde rs

Account
Analysis & 
Close

Disclosure 
Management

Compliance, 
Regulatory, & 
Tax

Consolidation
Reporting
& Analysis
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Consolidation Reporting & Analysis
Process visibility & high fidelity integration

• Enhanced visibility into the consolidation 
close process with command center 
allowing enhanced process visibility

• one location for user data interaction 

• multiple form and submission status 
updates

• Enhanced data publishing to the Cognos 
TM1 OLAP repository

• Continued conformance and high level of 
interoperability with Cognos TM1 10.1, 
Cognos Business Intelligence 10.1, Cognos 
FSR 6.6.1, Cognos Business Viewpoint 10.1
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Compliance, Regulatory, & Tax
Extended integrated tagging for IFRS, SII, CoRep & FinRep, et al

• Extension of integrated 
tagging platform with addition 
of Solvency II, COREP and 
FINREP taxonomies in 
addition to previously 
supported XBRL, iXBRL and 
IFRS taxonomies

• Enhanced integration with 
desktop publishing

• Native Office support so 
advanced features of each 
version are available to users
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Disclosure Management Challenges are Pervasive

It all adds up to significant opportunity to save time, money, and risk to reputationIt all adds up to significant opportunity to save time, money, and risk to reputation

Abundance of 
Reports

1552 Reports per $B in Revenue 
(1 = 100 reports)

Labor Intensive 
Processes

91 Finance Staff per $B in 
Revenue (1 = 10 FTEs)

Significant Number of 
Financial Applications

44 Financial Applications per $B 
in Revenue (1 = 10 apps)

Source: Hackett Group, Book of Numbers 2012; All values are medians for peer group.

• Presentations
• Press Release
• Web 

Communications

• Schedule 
Preparation & 
Reporting

• Tax Compliance

• Business and 
Operational Reviews

• Variance 
Explanation

• Solvency II
• COREP/FINREP
• Basel III
• XBRL Mandates

• Internal & External 
Reporting

• Board Books
• GAAP vs IFRS

Investor 
Relations

• Global Cash 
Management

• Global Debt 
Management
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Disclosure Management
Significant, Persistent Gap in Existing Capabilities

TDWI: 2012 BI Benchmark Report
TDWI, September 2012

Technology in Finance Study, 
The Hackett Group, 2012

The Insight Deficit in Finance, 
The CEB Finance, 2012
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Analytic Data Management & SynchronizationAnalytic Data Management & Synchronization

IBM Cognos FSRIBM Cognos TM1
(optional)

Report TypesReport Types

Corp Consol

ERP

Legacy 
Systems

Authentic  
Enterprise 

Source Systems

Corp GL

Interface

Spreadsheets

Interface

Paper Reports

User Management, Workflow & Process ControlUser Management, Workflow & Process Control

Contributors Report 
Consumers

Reviewers Document
Managers

Global data 
collection

Disclosure Management
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Challenges

� Data is in various systems with no way of collecting the data into one area

� Manual data manipulation  for different reports 

� No visibility of assurance or consistency between reports

� Prior periods are recalculated each time they are presented to ensure they are prepared 
in same method as current period being reported.

Impact

� Reduction of preparation time for various reports
� Integration of quantitative data points into narrative write-ups

� Audit Trail and control put back in hands of staff preparing each downstream report

IBM Cognos FSR Solution 

�Direct integration with multiple authentic 
enterprise data sources

�Enhanced  audit trail and visibility

�Roll forward capabilities

“Real-time data updates made it easier for 
those working at Treasury HQ to see what 
changes are made throughout the day in 
all 170 countries where IBM 
operates….The collection, aggregation, 
review and validation of the quarterly cash 
and debt data and reports were 
automated, while controls and visibility 
over the entire process have been 
optimized. “

Disclosure Management
IBM Treasury Use Case
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Learn more by selecting from these Cognos FSR Case Studies

“We were able to automate each step in the cash management process –
cutting the time and effort needed to collect, consolidate and review monthly 
reports and forecasts while also greatly reducing the risk of errors in this 
critical function.”

Global Treasury, IBM

“We’ve gained greater control over the reporting process …consolidation of 
numerous spreadsheets…with version control, workflow and aud it trail .”

Group Financial Controller, LV=

“IBM Cognos FSR has been a tremendous help in getting our reports done 
and filed , and has significantly reduced the time pressure.”

Group Financial Controller, LGC

“We’re created and filed our 10-Q already with Cognos FSR and it really 
reduced our workloads .”

Director, Corporate Financial Systems, TimeWarner

Disclosure Management
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1. Drive efficiencies and scale 
� Structure & automate low value, manual and error prone processes
� Eliminate bottlenecks in collecting data, and building reports  and focus 

on analysis and actions

2. Gain agility and preparedness
�Integrate disparate data from across the enterprise 
�Enhance strategy with analysis that correlates analytics with
�Enterprise scalable  secure, collaborative environment

3.  Improve effectiveness and outcomes
�Dramatically reduce risk of errors
�Improve controls and governance across global finance organization
�Cost-effectively address compliance and escalating business
expectations

Time

Control

Confidence

Status 
Quo?

Disclosure Management
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To Learn More….

Linking Numbers & Narratives

Correlating Quantitative Reports with Qualitative 
Analysis.  CFO Research July 2012

<Click Here>

Business Analytics Solutions for the Office 
of Finance

Predictable financial and operational performance with 
sustainable Compliance.  IBM July 2012

<Click Here>

IBM Cognos Case Studies
Case studies of how IBM helps its 
customers succeed .  IBM.com

<Click Here>
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Legal Disclaimer
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Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other countries, or both.

• If you reference Microsoft® and/or Windows® in the text, please mark the first use and include the following, as applicable; otherwise delete:
Microsoft and Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

• If you reference Intel® and/or any of the following Intel products in the text, please mark the first use and include those that you use as follows; otherwise delete:
Intel, Intel Centrino, Celeron, Intel Xeon, Intel SpeedStep, Itanium, and Pentium are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and 
other countries.

• If you reference UNIX® in the text, please mark the first use and include the following; otherwise delete:
UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other countries.

• If you reference Linux® in your presentation, please mark the first use and include the following; otherwise delete:
Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other countries, or both. Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of 
others.

• If the text/graphics include screenshots, no actual IBM employee names may be used (even your own), if your screenshots include fictitious company names (e.g., Renovations, Zeta 
Bank, Acme) please update and insert the following; otherwise delete: All references to [insert fictitious company name] refer to a fictitious company and are used for illustration 
purposes only.
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Back seated at 13:30



Cognos FSR at American ExpressCognos FSR at American Express

Paul Nugent Paul Nugent –– November 2012November 2012



IntroductionIntroduction

Director  – International Controllership Strategy and Performance Improvement

American Express Company
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•American Express – joined 2007 

•nabCapital (National Australia Bank) - project lead London

•Citi  - corporate & investment bank product control, country controller Tokyo, CFO 

consumer entity London 

•AIG - London and Frankfurt project lead, parent entity controller, New York



AgendaAgenda

•Cognos FSR Project Background at American Express

•Project Charter, Aims & Selection Process

•Pilot 

•Pilot Outcome and Learnings

•Implementation

•Next Steps
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Project Background Project Background –– Time SurveyTime Survey

2010 International controllership “5 Box Review” time survey

•15% - 20% controllership time – local reporting

•75% of that work estimated to be “manual” work 

•No consistent process or system

•Reporting controls ad-hoc, differed country by country

Manage company structure to support blue-box 

businesses

Maintain financial control environment and integrity of 

general ledgers

Perform international US GAAP close process, 

submission and attestation

Drive local reporting processes supporting legal entity 

governance

Provide daily, in-person expertise to business partners 

& local external authorities

Legal Entity Controller Role

There was a need to develop an approach to international local financial reporting 

which was broadly standardised and could be consistently deployed across all 

international controllership, and which would strengthen the reporting control 

environment and realise efficiency gains within the controllership teams.
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Project Solution & SelectionProject Solution & Selection

Selection and ValidationSelection and Validation

•Review short list

•Priotisation & selection

•Agreement of pilot

•High level design solution agreed

High Level RequirementsHigh Level Requirements

•Efficiency potential

•Enhancement of control environment

•Use in 40 global locations

•Alignment with controllership strategy

•Ease of implementation 

•Short list reporting automation solutions
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Cognos FSR PilotCognos FSR Pilot

Pilot ProcessPilot Process

•Appoint project lead & decide pilot location

•Review & alignment with US implementation

•Engage technology

•Met with IBM FSR team

•3 weeks IBM training  - Sydney October 2011

•Local Australian controllership team (10) trained

•AE WCS entity statutory accounts used – in Cognos  at year end

•Post implementation review
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Cognos FSR Pilot Cognos FSR Pilot –– Outcome and LearningsOutcome and Learnings

Lessons Learned and Best Practice DevelopmentLessons Learned and Best Practice Development

•Flexibility needs managing

•Data sources

•Process changes required

•Reporting process control need managing

•Implementation plan should incorporate the way to implement

•Best practices documented

•International  implementation plan developed
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Cognos FSR Pilot Cognos FSR Pilot –– Best Practice ExamplesBest Practice Examples

Some Examples of our Best Practice Some Examples of our Best Practice 

•Separation of Data Bases

•Global online Technology Support

•Overall reporting system reconciliation to base G/L

•All sub totals cross checked

•Booking adjustments – time line and process

•Combine Excel functionality with Cognos

•Data location – “O” drive
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Implementation ProcessImplementation Process

Implementation Process DevelopedImplementation Process Developed

•Pre-work

•Two week face to face training

•Follow up and post implementation review
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Implementation Implementation 

Implementation Implementation 

•Australian pilot complete – January 2012

•Australian SME’s and /or IBM to be training team for global roll out  

•Process and materials developed

•Analysis of global entities to prioritise high risk markets

•Roll out methodology tested in New Zealand

•Process adjusted for NZ feedback and India implemented 

•First European countries completed in May – UK, France & Nordics

•LAC – Canada & Mexico implemented in September 
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Benefits SummaryBenefits Summary 7373

•Use in all locations

•Use for multiple report types and formats

•Flexible controls and efficiencies set by us

•Snapshot facility – can quickly switch back to a previous version

•Fast and easy report re-ordering

•Use in all locations

•Use for multiple report types and formats

•Flexible controls and efficiencies set by us

•Snapshot facility – can quickly switch back to a previous version

•Fast and easy report re-ordering

•Standard global reporting process, adaptable local schedules

•MFC checklist set up to ensure consistent output

•Reporting formats set once held in the system

•Control set in the system & applied every cycle

•Resilience

•Standard global reporting process, adaptable local schedules

•MFC checklist set up to ensure consistent output

•Reporting formats set once held in the system

•Control set in the system & applied every cycle

•Resilience

•Automated data retrieval, embedded queries & controls

•Automated report roll over

•Automated validations, no manual cross casting 

•Easy too see previous versions & who did what & when

•Automated data retrieval, embedded queries & controls

•Automated report roll over

•Automated validations, no manual cross casting 

•Easy too see previous versions & who did what & when

•Significantly enhanced control over reporting

•Segregation of duties embedded

•Workflow methodology – scheduling formalised 

•Audit trail maintained over all schedules, single location

•Multiple simultaneous users, one report location 

•Significantly enhanced control over reporting

•Segregation of duties embedded

•Workflow methodology – scheduling formalised 

•Audit trail maintained over all schedules, single location

•Multiple simultaneous users, one report location 

EFFECTIVENESSEFFECTIVENESS

EFFICIENCYEFFICIENCY

FLEXIBILITYFLEXIBILITY

CONSISTENCYCONSISTENCY



Next StepsNext Steps

Next Steps in the International Roll OutNext Steps in the International Roll Out

•Development of virtual training to roll out to smaller low risk markets - ongoing

•Potential future “report hubbing” opportunities

•Schedule sharing  - IFRS COE preparation of schedules made available globally  

•US GAAP local reporting

• XBRL

•User groups, internal forums, information sharing
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The Changing Landscape of 
Financial Reporting

8 November 2012



The context



Ever increasing demands on preparers from an 
expanded set of stakeholders

Erosion of confidence
Identifying risk
Complexity of reporting
Governance effectiveness
Strategic direction
Unforeseen disasters
Management competence 
questioned

Increase in demand
“Transparency”

Frequency of reporting
Quality of reporting

Key performance indicators
Remuneration policies

Environmental performance
Risk assessment

Stakeholders
Investors 
Regulators
Lenders
Tax authorities
Customers
Employees
Suppliers

Corporates and 
advisors

“There has been a loss of confidence, and trust will be 
regained only if there is a lot of transparency, because 
this is what was lacking.”
Analyst, France 

“A lot of financial reporting is mandatory... beyond that they 
can demonstrate that they really understand the business 
and make it simple for the person reading it, so I think it is 

the tone you adopt with your financial reporting rather than 
the financial reporting itself. Honesty and openness most 

influence financial reputation.”
Independent director, UK

“There’s now added scrutiny – more concern about 
the levels of compliance, levels of risk, levels of 

transparency and financial reporting than 
there’s ever been.”

Investor, US

“Any board should be able to describe in their accounts, 
simply and clearly, the principal risks and uncertainties 
facing the company. ....Boards who retreat behind 
boilerplate give the impression that they have not 
themselves understood the risks they face.”
Bill Knight, Former FRRP Chairman, UK
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Market uncertainty has upset the balance between st akeholders and corporates
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Perception that narrative reporting has been in 
need of improvement
ASB review (2009) - Annual Reports of 50 listed comp anies
► Reviewed narrative reporting to establish how well companies 

were meeting the enhanced business review requirements of the 
Companies Act 2006

► Focused on “content, communication and clutter”
► Scoring mechanism from 1 to 5 (with 5 being the best)

► KPIs not reflective of latest market issues, e.g. liquidity
► KPIs focused primarily on performance
► Principal risks and uncertainties too boiler plate

% non 
compliant

% falling short FTSE 100 av. 
score - 5 point 

scale

FTSE 250 av. 
score - 5 point 

scale
Business description 6 52 2.8 2.2
Strategy 8 44 3.0 2.5
Principal risks 0 66 2.4 2.3
Performance and position 4 20 3.2 2.9
Trends and factors 6 56 2.9 2.3
Corporate Social Responsibility 12 34 3.0 2.4
Contractual and other arrangements 12 52 2.4 2.2
Financial KPIs 6 34 3.0 2.8
Non-financial KPIs 32 20 2.7 2.2

Relevant

Concise

Transparent
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Greater emphasis on quality (not quantity) has 
provided some positive results

Observations from a recent review of annual reports  of all FTSE 100 companies
► Key observation

► A significant number of reporters continue to approach reporting as a compliance exercise, 
rather than an opportunity to tell their strategic story

► Areas showing signs of improvement
► Aligning strategy and KPIs

► Offering strategic insights beyond group level by identifying priorities for operating divisions

► Explanations of risk management frameworks and processes 

► Areas still in need of improvement

► Clear explanation of the company’s business model

► Quality of information about principal risks and their management

► Discussion of company’s competitive environment

► Lack of concrete targets offering truly forward-looking perspective

► Information on material environmental and social issues related to the company

► Not presenting key content in a joined-up way (continue to treat reporting as a series of discrete 
disclosures)
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Future of UK annual reporting



There are various change drivers impacting the 
future of annual reporting

► Changing the format of annual reports

► Increasing importance of remuneration 
reports

► Eliminate immaterial 
or repetitive 
disclosure

► Expanding Audit 
Committee’s role over 
the Annual Report

► FRRP enforcement

► New FRC proposition to 
improve and innovate 
reporting

► Open dialogue with 
investors, regulators

► Fundamental changes to 
UK company reporting

► Drafts of new standards 
issued January 2012

► Fundamental change to 
the international 
reporting environment

► Integrating financial and 
non-financial information

► EC developments in 
financial and non-
financial reporting
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BIS proposals will change the format 
and content of annual reporting

► Narrative Reporting changes proposed to take effect from October 2013
► Draft regulations issued by BIS on 18 October 2012
► The regulations propose that the annual report and accounts be split into 

three parts:

BIS 
regulatory 
changes

► Strategic Report is designed to include strategy, 
business model and challenges facing the 
company - high level financial information.

► Directors’ Report will underpin the Strategic 
Review, covering Directors remuneration, 
Corporate Governance and Audit Committee 
report.  Some reporting requirements removed.

► Financial Statements stay in their current form. 
Auditors to review Directors’ Report and 
Strategic Review for consistency.
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Quoted companies will be most 
affected by BIS proposals

BIS 
regulatory 
changes

Impact of BIS proposals on current reporting requirements under the Companies Act 2006 (“CA”)

► Quoted companies
► Disclosure requirements changed from CA

► Business Review information (including from the enhanced Business Review) included in 
Strategic Report, with details in Directors’ Report

► Significant changes to the Directors’ Remuneration Report, which will become part of the 
Directors’ Report with key information elevated to the Strategic Report

► Medium and large companies
► Some disclosure requirements changed from CA to simplify and remove duplication

► Business Review renamed to Strategic Report

► Other content remains in Directors’ Report

► Small companies
► Disclosure requirements unchanged from CA

► Not required to produce a Strategic Report - although encouraged to report on social and 
environmental issues
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Reporting remuneration of executives is 
of increasing importance

► Remuneration reporting
► BIS to introduce regulations to take effect for financial years beginning on 

or after 1 October 2013, with some new disclosure :

BIS 
regulatory 
changes
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The regulators want to eliminate 
immaterial or repetitive disclosures

► Financial Reporting Council – Cutting the Clutter
► No mandated requirements, more a cultural change being sought
► Aims to reduce the amount of immaterial, repetitive or “standing data”

from Annual Reports
► Some change seen in 2011 annual reports, especially in narrative

sections

► Boards/management should 
► Determine a qualitative and quantitative threshold for reporting items in the 

annual report
► Avoid immaterial information and disclosure
► Avoid repetition of explanatory information of “standing data” year on year 

unless critical to user understanding
► Look to simplify the detail

► Potential challenges to FRC’s aspirations
► Can greater transparency be achieved by reducing disclosures in the Annual 

Report?
► How will this be achieved while standard setters demand more disclosures?

FRC

Cutting the 
Clutter
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Expanded Audit Committee (AC) role 
in reviewing the annual report

► Proposed changes to Guidance on Audit Committees
► Under the UK Corporate Governance Code on annual report disclosures, the Board 

is now required to establish arrangements to enable it to confirm that the Annual 
Report is fair, balanced and understandable

► This is to ensure the narrative reporting is consistent with the financial statements 
and accurately reflects company performance

► The Board can seek advice on this from the Audit Committee

► The Audit Committee is also be required to report to the Board on:

► issues they considered in relation to the financial statements and how they 
were addressed, in reference to information received from the auditor 

► an assessment of the effectiveness of the external audit, and approach taken 
towards  the appointment or removal of the auditors

► Companies will be required to provide information on the incumbent auditor’s length 
of tenure and the date of the last audit tender

Financial 
Reporting 
Council
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A new forum for open dialogue aimed 
at improving financial reporting

► Financial Reporting Lab

► The Lab provides an environment where investors and companies 
can come together to develop pragmatic solutions to today’s reporting 
needs:
► Companies - test new reporting formats with investors

► Investors - indicate areas where management can add greater value

► A hub to support innovation in reporting

► A focus to provides the broader corporate community with feedback from 
shareholders on the value that new reporting formats bring

► The Lab has been working on a range of projects including assessing:
► How a ‘single figure’ of executive remuneration might be measured and 

presented (project completed)

► Ways to improve financial disclosures in a range of areas including 
accounting policy disclosures, presentation of cash flows, reporting of 
business models.

Financial 
Reporting 

Lab



2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Jan Jun Dec Jan Jun Dec Jan Jun Dec Jan Jun Dec Jan Jun Dec Jan Jun Dec Jan Jun Dec

ASB timetable for elimination of 
UK GAAP reporting

Early adoption 
will be permitted

IASB 
publishes 
IFRS for 
SMEs 

standard
(Jul 2009)

FREDs 43 
and 44
issued

(Oct 2010)

Anticipated 
issuance of 

FRS 100-102 
(by end of 

2012)

FREDs 46-48
issued

(Jan 2012)

First non-UK GAAP financial statements 

FREDs 46-48 
consultation 

period closes
(Apr 2012)

ASB issues 
discussion 

paper
(Aug 2009)

Financial 
statements 
for the year 

ended 
31 Dec 
2015

Comparative 
year balance 

sheet (31 
Dec 2014)

Opening 
balance 
sheet (1 

Jan 2014)

Accounting 
Standards 

Board



Small entities

FRSSE

ASB’s proposals: 
The new framework

* IFRS will continue to only be mandatory for group accounts for those entities with securities admitted to trading on an EU 
regulated market or as a result of market rules or other regulations.

UK company law will require either IAS accounts or Companies Act accounts

Entities can adopt a higher tier

Entities under 
EU1606/2002*

Apply EU-adopted IFRS

Qualifying entities

FRS 102 – FRSUKI with 
reduced disclosures

All other entities

FRS 102 – FRSUKI

Qualifying entities

FRS 101 – IFRS with 
reduced disclosures

Accounting 
Standards 

Board



IIRC in the UK is helping to lead the
development of Integrated Reporting

► International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC)
► Published a Discussion Paper  (Sept. 2011) outlining the need for :

► “greater integration of reporting to bring together material information about a 
company’s strategy, governance, performance and prospects in a way that 
reflects the commercial, social and environmental context in which it operates”

► Launched an international pilot programme (Oct. 2011) for Integrated 
Reporting, with more than 70 companies participating

► Next steps include 
► Publication of the draft Framework for Integrated Reporting (2012)
► Development of the Integrated Reporting Framework (2013) 
► Launch of Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB), October 2012 
► Raise awareness among investors and other stakeholders, ensuring they 

contribute to the evolution of Integrated Reporting
► Explore opportunities for harmonising reporting requirements within and across 

jurisdictions
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Integrated 
Reporting



Over 70 of the world ’s largest companies 
participating in IIRC ’s pilot programme
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Integrated 
Reporting



Emerging trends in online reporting



Online interactive reporting and communication 
is developing rapidly
► In 2011, 70 of the FTSE 100 provided an HTML report on their website (37 in 2007)

► Shifting away from merely attaching pdf of Annual Report online

► The aim is to create engaging user experience 

► Allowing users to take a more active role in exploring key information

► Leading reporters are:

► Making infographics more interactive

► Surfacing key content through well-balanced home and landing pages

► Providing multiple navigation options

► Integrating video communication with traditional text based format

► Offering summaries, bullet points and box outs

► Future of online reporting

► In 2011, a few companies also opted to produce iPad apps

► Increasing use of smartphones and tablets likely to drive greater focus on these 
media over the next few years

► Linking to social media sites?
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Focus on the online reporting experience
- example
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Closing remarks



Understand the impacts of proposed changes 
and plan early to achieve optimal results
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What should you ask yourself?
► How does your reporting compare to your peers – how transparent do you 

appear? 
► Grade your own annual report against the ASB’s scoring mechanism

► Are you communicating business and financial information effectively 
through your online channels?

► Are looming reporting changes fully understood, evaluated and 
communicated to stakeholders? 

► Have you undertaken an exercise to identify significant gaps between your 
current Annual Report and what this will look like in 2-3 years time?

► Do the impending changes to the UK financial reporting framework present 
risks or opportunities that require action pre-implementation?
► Which accounting framework option is appropriate for your UK entities?
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Panel Discussion
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Wrap up
Mark Fieldhouse
Business Unit Executive, IBM Business Analytics


